
THE POWER TO BUILD THE FUTURE STARTS WITH

TRUE COLLABORATION
Industry leaders join forces to help you make the most 
of Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 

>

Speed deployment, minimize  

complexity, reduce costs

Sun has taken the guesswork out of  

upgrading your email infrastructure. With  

a series of pre-sized, pre-tested, balanced 

configurations—ranging in size from less 

than 1,000 users to more than 20,000— 

Sun will help you make the most of  

Exchange 2007. 

•	 An end-to-end solution—Sun combines 

powerful, 64-bit server platforms with  

the appropriate storage and data  

management software. 

•		Twice the computing power—Sun’s  

award-winning server design occupies  

the same amount of rack space, but  

uses less power and less cooling.

•	 Eco savings of up to 85%—Consolidate  

servers, lower administration cost, and  

thus lower the costs of power and cooling. 

•		Savings of up to 70% on email TCO—Over 

a period of three years, running Exchange 

2007 on Sun recommended configurations 

can result in significant cost savings. 

Ease your upgrade while  

maintaining compliance

Sun offers you CommVault Simpana—the  

only release-independent solution that  

allows you to migrate to Exchange 2007  

with message immutability intact. With this 

technology, you can:

•	 Repurpose legacy equipment—With  

compliance concerns answered, you  

can redeploy your old Exchange  

infrastructure for other purposes.  

Saving time. Saving money. 

•	 Save disk space—CommVault Simpana  

offers single instancing—a process that 

keeps only one copy of duplicate messages. 

Saving you space, and cost. 

Sun and Microsoft recently announced an alliance that provides added flexibility and reduced risk to 

those looking to build out their infrastructure. As technology partners, both companies are working to 

help you further enable Windows solutions on Sun x64 systems—with industry leading performance.

One of the first results of this collaboration is the Sun Infrastructure Solution for Microsoft Exchange 

Server 2007. With this advancement, you’ll see a dramatic drop in your total cost of ownership  

for email infrastructures when you partner Exchange 2007 with powerful and economical  

Sun servers and storage. 

Find Your Size

Go to sun.com/exchange to see Sun’s pre-sized  

server and storage configurations designed 

for Exchange 2007 environments, or engage 

with a Sun Solution expert to discuss your 

specific needs.

Sun/Microsoft Interoperability Center 

Sun and Microsoft have opened the new 

Sun/Microsoft Interoperability Center, 

where you can test and tune Microsoft  

applications on Sun x64 systems and storage. 

Contact a local Sun sales representative for 

more information.



Make the most of  

Microsoft Exchange 2007

Sun gives you the options of acquiring an  

entire email infrastructure from a single 

vendor. This simplifies purchase—as well  

as support. 

Below is an end-to-end configuration of  

a Microsoft Exchange 2007 environment  

featuring high availability, storage, archive,  

and tape – covering the complete lifecyle  

of messaging data. 

The solution includes Sun Fire™ X4150, X4200 

M2, and X4500 servers, Sun Blade™ 6000  

systems, Sun StorageTek™ 6140 arrays, and  

a Sun StorageTek SL500 modular library system.
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End-to-end Microsoft Exchange 2007 environment with high availability and archive to tape


